
2021-08 Pestel Hurricane Relief


August 14th -

Magnitude 7.2 quake rocks Haiti, dozens killed. 
Please be in Prayer for Haiti they have experienced so much turmoil and now having to 
go thru an Earthquake, the South sustained the most damage. We all know as believers 
that God is faithful and he is with us thru  the good and the bad.  We ask that you lift the 
Country of Haiti and Pastor Marcel up  in Prayer. Pastor Marcel is fine but if you know 
him you know he is  already trying to think of a way to go help.

August 16th -
Update from Pastor Marcel this morning: Good morning !
It is getting worse , over 1200 death have been reported, and three time more injured 
cases in three different departments of the  country in the south west side. We are 
planning to bag all of the beans harvested this year down there and whatever else  we 
can find with us to help our brothers and sisters there. We are thinking about leaving  
Wednesday morning with the hope that the gangs in the south entrance of PAP would 
take a break. Please continue to pray for protection for us as we go.
We love you!
God bless you!
Have a good day!
WE WOULD LIKE TO TAKE TARPS TO THE REGION THAT HAS BEEN AFFECTED 
TO GIVE PEOPLE A PLACE TO REST OUT OF THE RAIN. The cost of 1 tarp is $43, if 
this is something you can help with, please reach out!  Thank you for your prayerful 
consideration!

August 18th -
Prayer Family, 
Just received from Marcel - 
We just got here at Pestel, it has been a really long day for us, we are unloading what 
we brought at the Mayor's office to be distributed tomorrow, we have beans for 227 
families, 35 packs of water, 60 bags of water of 50 unit in each. We also have 20 tarps 
4mx6m. 3 boxes of nails, a big roll of metal  wire to build temporary shelter. Bread and 
medication.
—Thank you for continuing to lift this ministry up to the Lord!  14 hours of travel in less 
than great conditions, they are weary!  On the other side of that is that Emevi was the 
first ministry to bring help and supplies to them and Pastor Marcel says the Mayor was 
so happy!

August 20th -
From Pastor Marcel:
Greetings from Haiti.
It has been a tough and a long day again. We thank God that we were able to make it 
there and be part of this. We saw a lot of devastation, life is hard for sure down there. It 
is a beautiful piece of country too.God is awesome! 



Thank you for your support.
We will wire money to the mayor of the city to buy rice and cooking oil to help supply 
food for some of the camp where peoples are staying temporarily in addition to what we 
have already given. The Mayor has 5 counties to account for and all of them have been 
affected badly. She has a lot in her hands. We gave her a box of Bibles , she said she 
will make sure each place has one. She is so thankful for everything.
We spent the night at the Mayor's office on a mat on the floor a long with the Pastor and 
his family from the Baptist Church that lost his house and the church building too in the 
earthquake. In the middle of the night an aftershock took place, we all ran out and we 
sat in the van all night. We left Pestel yesterday morning at 8:30 and get back to Bois 
Neuf at 9 : 00 PM.
We are exhausted and we love it because it was a good cause , we are blessed .
Once again thank you so much for making it possible.
We love you!
God bless you! Marcel Destine with EMEVI


